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There are many other providers of online conferencing  
and the use of the word “zoom” does not constitute an  
endorsement, or approval, of any particular service.  
  

These are speakers who are willing to present online  
to your Club.   This list is intended to help us through this strange time but it will not be 
updated in the future.  The information should be good for a few months. 
 

No fee will be charged, unless otherwise specified. These are not PAGB “approved” 
lecturers although many are already listed in our Handbook. 
 
 

 

Ian Boulton ianboulton3@gmail.com   flickr.com/photos/canonac 
Street and urban images, colour and monochrome. Landscape and flora.   
https://streetphotographymagazine.com/featured-street-photographer-of-the-week-ian-boulton/ 
 

Ian Brash CPAGB BPE2 Pat Couder CPAGB BPE11brash@blueyonder.co.uk                  FEE PAYABLE 
We’d like to introduce you to a digital presentation we give called PIMS (Pat, Ian and Mike Show).  This 
is a talk based on challenges we set ourselves over an 18 month period predominantly taken indoors. 
We show you our before images and then the resulting image on a whole range of topics with audience 
participation. 
 

Elaine Butler elainebutlerinfo@yahoo.co.uk   www.elainebutlerphotography.com     FEE PAYABLE 

“An Introduction to Basic Composite Photography”. I have some info on my session on my website. Its 
targeted towards people who have not yet created composite photos and sets out 3 simple projects to 
kick start people to try out techniques.  £60 
 

Guy Davies ARPS EFIAP EPSA & Paula Davies FRPS CPAGB EFIAP/s EPSA  guy-davies@gdpix.co.uk 
“Double Exposure 2”. Pictures that we like, covering a range of subjects from architecture to landscape 
with a bit of street photography and some still life, and including mono images as well as colour. 
“Double Act 2”. More pictures that we like, covering landscape, architecture inside and outside, night 
photography, some floral still-life work and some creative work. 
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Julian Elliott https://www.julianelliottphotography.com                                                  FEE PAYABLE 
Professional landscape and travel photographer, Julian Elliott has been in high demand in the UK and 
overseas during the current pandemic due to the use of online conferencing such as Zoom.  
1. “Patagonia - End of the World”. Julian will show you his journey through the fjords of Patagonia whilst 
on commission for a cruise ship. The talk shows how he overcame the inclement weather to produce 
imagery for a client.                                                                                              
2. “Mongolia - From Steppe to Eagle Hunters”. This talk has been enthralling clubs from the UK to New 
Zealand. Take a journey through the landscapes of Mongolia, Julian headed out to the Altai staying 
with eagle hunters and shooting the eagle festival in March 2019. 
3. “Stuck in Vietnam”. A commissioned trip to Vietnam initially took a turn for the worst when Julian was 
refused boarding on his plane home. Turning the situation to his advantage, Julian spent two and a 
half weeks in the UNESCO WHS of Hoi An where he became embedded in the local town 
photographing his surroundings concentrating mainly on the people that live and work there. 
 
 

Ashley Franklin ARPS APAGB ashleyfranklin@btconnect.com 07971 920382  www.ashleyfranklin.co.uk/talks  FEE PAYABLE 
1. “From Pursuit to Passion to Profession”.  A journey into the world of a professional practitioner with 
all its perils, pitfalls, triumphs and rewards. 'Wonderfully instructive evening... amazing talk... created a buzz which I have rarely 

witnessed... great images, great presentation, a brilliant evening... the best speaker we have had this season.' - Aldridge Photographic Society 
2. “Under a Tuscan Sky”. Visits to the Val D’Orcia where Ashley now runs workshops. Ashley delivers his 

inspiring talk with the passion and enthusiasm of someone who truly loves Tuscany’ – David Keep, Rolls-Royce PS  
3. “The Wider World of Photography Part 1: the story of portrait, fashion, industrial, war & social documentary photography”.  The 

work of photo greats like Avedon, Bailey, Beaton, Capa, Karsh, Leibowitz, McCullin & Salgado.  ‘The most inspiring 

show we have ever had at this club' - Eastwood Photographic Society. 

4. The Wider World Of Photography Part 2: The Story Of Aerial, Advertising, Landscape, Sport, and Science & Nature Photography 

- with a special focus On Photo Art.   See the work of Ansel Adams, Eamon McCabe, Marc Aspland, Yann Arthus Bertrand, 
Elliott Erwitt, Stephen Dalton, Michael Kenna, Tim Flach, Lennart Nilsson and Andreas Gursky.             (All £50) 
 

Peter R. Gennard MFIAP EFIAP/d1 p.gennard@blueyonder.co.uk 
Lots of talks available listed in the PAGB Handbook. 
 

Robert Harvey BA ARPS EFIAP CEnv CSci MCIWEM robertharvey.net@gmail.com                     FEE PAYABLE 
Twelve talks available on landscape, wildlife photography, macro, astrophotography; details here: 
www.naturalworldphotography.net/section495340.html      Fee £100. 
 

Andrea Hargreaves MPAGB  EFIAP/b  BPE3  andreahargreaves2003@yahoo.co.uk             FEE PAYABLE 
“The Art of Metamorphosis 1”. Takes you step by step through my approach and workflow from 
photoshoot to competition image. I share not only technical details But my creative vision applied 
throughout my Mermaid and Ladies Series.   https://www.andreahargreaves.art/ 
“The Art of Metamorphosis 2”. Continues to follow my creative journey showing how the Valkyrie series 
came life, inspiring Morghanna and the Raven Queens and beyond. I deconstruct my favourite 
characters and try to explain why some images don't make the cut, but how, with a little thought and 
imagination, they can be reinvented to be given a new lease of life."                                   £60 per talk  
 

Jenny Hibbert MPAGB EFIAP/s AWPF jenny-hibbert@hotmail.co.uk   
I am happy to give any presentation free until we are out of lockdown. 
 

1 “Land of the rising sun”, which is mainly wildlife but there is some of the culture & landscapes. 
2 “Wildlife in Finland” over four seasons. Essentials of being a wildlife photographer, using photos to 
explain apertures, exposure etc 
3 “Migratory Expedition in Mongolia”. I walked 150 miles over mountains in the winter with the Kazakhs, 
so photos of the  Kazakhs & livestock, landscapes & family 
4 “Tales of the Riverbank”, photographs of a lot of wildlife that you would find by the river 
5 “71o North & beyond” photos taken in the Arctic. I sailed around the Arctic for nearly a month, so 
landscapes & wildlife. 
6. “Gypsy Horse Fair in Appleby” 
 

David Keep DPAGB ARPS MBPE EFIAP  davidtkeep@gmail.com                                             FEE PAYABLE 
1-3.  3 different “Underwater Photography” presentations 
4-5.  2 different “Sports Images with Impact”. 
6.     “Project Based Photography”. 
7.      “Introduction to Lightroom” 
 https://www.davidkeepphotography.co.uk/lectures      Cost - £75 each.  
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Jannico Kelk jannicokelk@outlook.com                                                                        FEE PAYABLE 
I'm a wildlife photographer and ecologist from Australia and I can talk on Zoom about my camera trap 
project where I documented a group of native and endangered carnivorous marsupials called Quolls. 
This project took over a year and took me to each corner of Australia.  
 

Catherine Knee LRPS catherine.knee.uk@gmail.com 
I have a talk called “Reality is Over-rated”. It draws (mostly) from the people photography that I do, and 
encompasses emotive portrait, nudes, and fantasy images. I look at that which is usually "unseen", i.e. 
physical, emotional, and fantastical.  
 

Gary Langley DPAGB gary.langley1@sky.com 
”Faces and places” 
 

Cherry Larcombe EFIAP ARPS DPAGB BPE5* cherryannette@mac.com 07988 228505         FEE PAYABLE 
“Creative Flower Photography”  £45 or open to negotiation.  www.cherryannette.com 
 

Jane Lazenby BA(hons) CPAGB EFIAP LRPS ASEA QTFE2 BPE3 LMPA https://www.ejlazenbyphotography.co.uk/   FEE PAYABLE 
Artist and photographer Jane Lazenby has been very popular with clubs providing Zoom presentations 
during Covid 19 lockdown. 
1. “ Working With Textures” not only covers how to create your own techniques, it includes a live 
interactive demonstration of different techniques of applying textures in Photoshop, all at a steady pace 
with a dash of Northern humour, great for those who like to expand their editing skills. Suitable 
beginner/intermediate Photoshop. 
2.  “From Paintbrush to Pixels” covers her journey from a professional portrait painter with work in a 
Royal Collection to a Fine Art photographer, with a journey through a number of distinctions en-route! 
An inspiring and unique talk with plenty of visuals! 
3. “Artistic Inspiration” Jane is preparing her third talk for mid-June.. How movements in art history 
reflect in themes through her photography, using Rembrandt, Caravaggio, Klimt, Mucha and Degas 
amongst others, as inspiration for poses and colour palette. 
 

Les Loosemore DPAGB ARPS AWPF fotocall@sky.com 
36 different titles to choose from.  People, landscape, sport and much more.   Sponsored by Fotospeed 
 

Tracey Lund FMPA FBIPP CPAGB ARPS AFIAP  tml@traceylundphotography.co.uk                  FEE PAYABLE 
I have a couple of talks based around my wildlife photography showcasing my favourite images and 
my experiences from around the world and the UK. £25. 90 mins.    https://traceylundphotography.co.uk/ 
 

Gareth Martin AWPF CPAGB    01639 790041 / 07731 656 866    cortez34@virginmedia.com 
1 “In the making”  I show the starting image and the finished picture in this talk. 
2 “Browse the latest collection” - a sequel to “In the Making”. 
3 “Mono just for You” - showing my mono pictures, talking about them and what inspired me. 
 

Pauline Martindale. pjm.e17@btopenworld.com 
I am prepared to give any of my  illustrated lectures, including “Around the UK” and “Vancouver to 
Niagara”.   If these are carried out online, I am happy to waive my usual fee. 
 

Dave Mason www.davemasonimages@gmail.com                                                        FEE PAYABLE 
“Street photography plus urban landscapes”.  My talks are broken down into short sequences 
illustrating techniques, approaches and equipment I lecture throughout England and Wales giving 50 
plus talks a year. I have lectured to several hundred different clubs, RPS events, seminars and to other 
interested parties.  Fee £20 
 

Peter Milsom EFIAP/Gold DPAGB BPE4*  peter_milsom69@hotmail.com                   EXPENSES PAYABLE 
“The Power of Sport”.  Peter took up photography seriously in 2006 following 18 years of competitive 
athletics and coaching. His first efforts were directed at the sports events he was familiar with, and he 
gradually extended these to other sports including canoe slalom, jet ski racing and various para 
sports.   Peter is on personal terms with many of the athletes and provides photographs to help them 
improve their technique. His aim is to capture those special moments during the highs and lows of sport 
and the efforts and emotions shown in achieving a world class performance. He is often granted media 
accreditation to major events which allow him to capture images of world class athletes from the best 
vantage points. (£25 expenses for equipment purchased). www.petermilsomphotography.co.uk. 
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Trevor Morecraft LRPS trevor@morecraft.com                                                          FEE PAYABLE 
"Chernobyl and Prypyat". I have spent 4 days from 2 trips (2016 and 2019) to the Chernobyl exclusion 
zone exploring the Power Station itself and the abandoned town of Prypyat.  
I delve into some of the history before the accident and photographically explore the deserted town, 
both outside and inside the buildings.  
With some photographic advice on the way, using Canon initially and latterly Olympus.  
Charge for 2 hours: £40. 
 

Andrew Moss ampmprint@sky.com                                                                              FEE PAYABLE 
“He Shoots, He Scores” - How I Shoot Sports Pictures That Sometimes Do Well In Competitions. I am 
a member of Beckenham PS and an accredited sports photographer.   
The talk is geared for the usual club evening, so takes 1h.45m, and is also about how I shoot and 
process them, using mainly Lightroom.  I include a number of  nature and landscape images too, in 
addition to talking about how I have been able to cover everything from croquet and roller derby to 
international rugby and netball.   
Reduced Fee to £50 negotiable. www.andrewmoss.co.uk  https://www.instagram.com/mossfoto/    
 

Steve Myall EFIAP BPE4*  stevemyall2@gmail.com 
"100 Strangers". A project to approach and photograph 100 people in the street who are strangers to 
me. Lots of technique tips in both the photography and getting strangers to agree to being 
photographed. 
"Moths". Filled with techniques on close-up and macro photography as well as finding and 
identifying your subjects, based on my six-page article published in the Apr - Jun 2020 EOS Magazine. 
 

Tony North  tnorth67@hotmail.com                                                                               FEE PAYABLE 
I have 2 Zoom talks, soon to be 3.. Details are on my website https://www.artofmacro.com/talks 
 

Martin Patten DPAGB LRPS BPE4* QPSA AFIAP  mip_evo6@hotmail.com 
“Improving your photography”. A presentation aimed at beginners & intermediate workers.  Designed 
not to be too technical but to encourage people to think about what they shoot, and which presents the 
main genres with a what "good looks like", what settings you might use and what kit you will need. It 
also has a section that is designed to encourage planning for shoots, not just grazing. 
 

Sue O’Connell DPAGB FIPF EFIAPd2 ARPS BPE5 and Peter Brisley DPAGB EFIAP ARPS BPE2        Charitable Donation 

Two photographers, two takes on the world. sueoconnell44@gmail.com 
“Travels Towards the Edge” covers some of our journeys to less visited destinations, from Isfahan to 
the Gobi Desert, and reflects our different responses to these shared experiences. 
.More at www.sueoconnell.photography  and www.peterbrisley.photography.  Clubs are invited to 
donate to Survival International. 
 

Ken Payne kenneth.payne2@gmail.com 
“Close-Up and Macro Flower Photography” 
 

Tim Pile MPAGB MFIAP EFIAP/p FIPF tim@timpile.co.uk 07958 323935 www.timpile.co.uk 
Various talks with predominantly artistic nude images on location, but some studio shots and portraits. 
I'm happy to tailor the talks to include specific distinction panels.  I have heard of clubs asking lecturers 
to take out nude images, please don't do this with me as it will be an extremely short talk!  
 

Polina Plotnikova FRPS EFIAP info@polinaplotnikova.com                                               FEE PAYABLE                                               
“Starting form a Blank Canvas”  Creative Flower Portraiture  (part 1 of the evening) and Still Life (part 
2). Both themes are illustrated with historical references and images from my studio work.  The "Flower 
portraits" is about my approach to flower photography. I will show my way of finding a unique look for 
each flower, study its mood and character, unlock its hidden beauty.  
In doing so, I neither aim at creating an accurate natural/botanical image, nor try to picture a flower in 
its natural habitat.  In "Still Life" , I talk about composition, light, props and the importance of pre-
visualisation, textures and colours that I use when creating my still life setups.  The charge is £60.   
www.polinaplotnikva.com 
 

Dennis Russ CPAGB LRPS AWPF AFIAP BPE1* dennisruss3@gmail.com 
Details in the PAGB Handbook. 
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 David Sadler CPAGB ARPS EFIAP david.sadler9@btopenworld.com 
1. "And Now for Something Completely Different".  A light hearted and entertaining presentation about 
the development of my own distinctive personal style. Includes insight into why I don’t do landscapes, 
nature, or workshops! A lot of fisheye selfies, bold processing, and wacky ideas. A couple of AV's 
included too.  
2. "On My Travels". Places visited include Southern India, Vietnam, Northern India & Nepal, Dhaka, 
New Orleans, and Morocco. A few European destinations too. Can be tailored if particular places are 
of interest. Includes a couple of AV's if desired. 
3. "Distinctions Explained". Having dipped my toe in RPS, PAGB, FIAP, BPE and even BIPP 
distinctions, I can offer an informative run down of the requirements and differences between each. 
4. "Street Photography". An introductory guide to getting started in street photography. Covers 
approach, styles, equipment, techniques, and ideas. Example images from home and abroad. 
 

Margaret Salisbury FRPS MFIAP FIPFAPAGB AWPF   dragonpix56@gmail.com                                                                                                                                       
"The Dragon in Monochrome". Sponsored by Fotospeed.  The presentation will demonstrate how and 
why I choose Monochrome for the images.  Hints, tips and stories to go with the images.   
Pictorial, Creative, People, Natural History, Land and Seascapes. Travel, People, their traditions and 
way of life. 
 

Sally Sallett ARPS AFIAP CPAGB BPE3*  sallysallett@gmail.com  07903412999 
“Abacaxi Adventure” (Narrowboat Trip) 
“Never underestimate an old woman with a camera” 
“Working towards Photographic Distinctions” 
 

Ken Scott ARPS  ken.scott@touchingthelight.co.uk                                             Free until September 
All my talks are listed on my website at https://touchingthelight.co.uk/speaking/ and up to the start of 
the new season in September are free. Thereafter, my normal rates listed in the Handbook, page 85. 
 

Rod Sloane rod@rodsloane.co.uk 07957 422203 
“The joys of Sports Photography”.  Rod is an experienced international speaker and presenter, both in 
person and remotely. No fee for presentations booked during the current lockdown before the end of 
October, even for future dates    https://www.instagram.com/london.bike.racing/ 
 

Dr Keith Snell EFIAP EPSA LRPS drkeithsnell@gmail.com  

My talk topics are listed on the “About Me” page of my website at www.keithsnellphotos.com 
 

Ralph Snook DPAGB ARPS EFIAP/b. ralph.snook@btinternet.com 
I have a few talks round Nature and Travel generically called ‘Nature Snaps from my Travels’.  The 
content varies but format is the same - good and bad images, and anecdotes etc. 
 
 

Colin Southgate FRPS DPAGB.  c.southgate@ntlworld.com 
I have just put together a brief talk (approx 50 minutes) on various styles of abstract images I've tried, 
that I can deliver with Zoom. 
 

Paul Stanley FIPF EFIAP/g EsFIAP stanleyp38@gmail.com 
Paul is an Irish photographer, based in Dublin, who is happy to give a digital presentation without 
charge during the lockdown”. I am a travel and street photographer, but I also dabble in Long Exposure 
photography, principally coastal and architectural.  My typical presentation covers a selection of my 
recent images from all of these genres.” 
 

Marilyn Steward ARPS EFIAP/b DPAGB BPE4*  https://www.marilynstewardphotos.co.uk/mylectures  
I have two travelogues that I give with my husband Mike. History in our talks as well as the images. 
1. “People and Places of SE Asia” - Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. 
2, “Grand Tour of China” - from Beijing to Shanghai via Dali. 
 

Anne Sutcliffe FRPS EFIAP PPSA anne.sutcliffe1@btinternet.com                                       FEE PAYABLE                                                                       
“Swan Song” is my usual mixture of animals, landscapes, seascapes and urban scenes, captured on 
my trips in 2018/19. There is also a small section on 'alternative' photography close to home. My goal 
is to entertain. I tell the stories that go with the images as well as sharing any relevant technical details. 
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John Tilsley dijohn.tilsley@waitrose.com 
"Landscape and People”   A Fotospeed lecturer. 
 

Dave & Angie Tucker EFIAP/G DPAGB CPAGB BPE3 dave.tuckerpics@gmail.com 
1. “Pics wot I like”.                                                                  https://davetucker.wixsite.com/tuckerpics 
2. “Sum More pics wot we like”. 
3. “Kritters of the Kruger”. A small travelogue of the Kruger national Park. 
 

Chris Upton ARPS chrisuptonphoto@gmail.com                                                             FEE PAYABLE 
A professional Travel, Landscape & Social Documentary Photographer based in Nottinghamshire. 
An experienced speaker with a wide range of talks. My presentation style is informal and engaging and 
I am known for sharing ideas, techniques and tips with my audiences. : www.chrisuptonphotography.com 
 

Van Greaves FRPS vangreaves@hotmail.com                                                                 FEE PAYABLE 
"Hard to Get"......one-offs, difficult or remote situations, portraits, birds, animals, insects and a bit of 
sport, publication stories etc......about 80-90 mins long...done on Zoom originally but doing it on Skype 
soon.   I was a professional for over 30 years......10 illustrated books, thousands of published pictures 
via magazines brochures other book contributions, postcards, greeting cards, calendars, tourism, 
covering many aspects of photography.  Reduced Fee negotiable.   www.vangreaves.com 
 

Simon Van-Orden simon.vanorden@btinternet.com 
"Chasing the Lights" gives an insight into the natural phenomenon of the Northern Lights, with images, 
personal anecdotes and advice on photographic techniques to capture them.  
This presentation is based on the knowledge I have developed over the years whilst pursuing this 
passion.  Two hour slot, with a short break, and no fee currently to Clubs, via an online platform.  
https://www.wildearthpictures.co.uk/ 
 

Louise Walton CPAGB and Gary Langley DPAGB  gary.langley1@sky.com 
“Me and Mr Grumpy” 
 

Rosemary Wilman Hon.FRPS  wilmanphoto@ntlworld.com                                               FEE PAYABLE 
“The Way I See It”  is based on the way I have approached my photography in different situations and 
locations. In some, by showing a series of images rather than just those that are for me the most 
successful, I try to provide thoughts and ideas for less experienced photographers. Further details at 
https://www.wilmanphoto.co.uk/  There is a fee of £40 attached to this in the PAGB Handbook. 
 

Carol McNiven Young CPAGB FRPS EFIAP BPE3* cmcnivenyoung@gmail.com               Charitable Donation 
1. “Total Immersion”. Carol talks about the inspiration and preparation for her RPS Fellowship Panel 
and her photographic journey from beginner to Fellowship over the last 6 years. She also gives insights 
and tips on making composite images which are a major part of her work. 
2. “Creative Studio Portraiture”.   Carol has won a number of awards for creative portraiture and in this 
lecture she dispels much of the mystery and talks about the main techniques and methods of creative 
studio portraiture, giving lots of advice and tips on composites and backgrounds. 

I invite Clubs to donate £50 to Sightsavers Charity.   
 
 

www.clik-trip.com/listing/category/photography-lectures 

 An international cast of  
Professionals and Amateurs for hire. 

 

 
 
 

Some Federations have their own list of online lecturers and judges. 
 

EAF.      From the home page at http://www.eaf.org.uk/    All of the judges / lecturers can then be e-mailed at  
                 <first name><last name>@eaf.org.uk.   i.e. JohnSmith@eaf.org.uk 
SPA.      https://surreypa.org.uk/top-menu-pages/judges-lecturers/remote-judging/ 
WCPF.   http://www.wcpf.org.uk/pages/wcpf-lecturers/on-line--judges-and-lecturers.php 
 

WPF.     http://thewpf.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WPF-J-P-List-via-Zoom-TABLE-1.pdf 
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PAGB RECORDED LECTURE SERVICE  TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

 

Terms of Business 
• Only PAGB Affiliated Clubs have access to the RLS. 
• Clubs may use their access to obtain a licence for one or more items in the RLS catalogue. Some 

items in the RLS will incur a licence charge, but some will be free. 
• Each licence is for viewing by the Club as an organisation and is not transferable to members within 

the Club or to anyone outside the Club.** 
• A licence may be used for repeat showing within the Club, without time limit. 

 

Procedure 
• A PAGB Affiliated Club accesses the RLS via this link https://pagbhost.co.uk/main and using the Club’s 

logon. The site has information about registration and password recovery. Each Club has a profile with 
an email and postal address.  The RLS will only use these contact addresses, and the Club is 
responsible for their management. 

• The current catalogue is then viewable. For each catalogue item: 
o Where the Club already has a licence, then the item can be downloaded again for no further charge. 
o Where an item has no charge, then a licence can be obtained, and the item downloaded. 
o Where an item has a charge, then this can be paid on-line to obtain a licence and the item downloaded. 
• After requesting a download, a message is sent to the email address of the Club containing a time-

limited link to the item. 
• Downloads can be large. For an additional ‘p&p’ charge, the Club can request the item on hard media 

(usually a data stick) and this will be sent to the postal address of the Club. As this is a manual process, 
Clubs should allow 4 weeks for delivery. 
 

Print Collections: 
• The PAGB also has some print collections, either boxed or in albums and these may be requested 

via the RLS. As these are single copy sets, availability is limited, and timing will need to be discussed. 
The Club will be responsible for two-way transport and any booking fee.   Contact the RLS Secretary. 
 

RLS secretary: 
Peter Fry DPAGB ARPS BPE4* 

68a Chaddiford Lane 
Barnstable 

Devon 
EX31 1RF 

 

e; petefry@btopenworld.com  *  m; 07902 805863  *   t; 01271 343977 

 
PLEASE REFER TO THE PAGB RLS WEBPAGE FOR THE MOST UPDATE INFORMATION 

 

Some camera clubs and societies have made the decision to cancel their club meetings 
in an attempt to reduce the risk of infection of the Coronavirus (COVID-19). To support 
clubs and societies during this difficult time we have decided to relax the terms of 
business for the PAGB RLS and allow the distribution of recorded lectures to members 
within their respective club or society. 
 

Clubs and societies are asked to adhere to the following: 
 

1. -  Clubs and societies may only distribute a PAGB lecture to their members providing they own 
2.    a license for that lecture. 
3.  

4. -  Clubs and societies may only distribute a PAGB lecture to their members during 2020. 
5.  

6. -  Clubs and societies are asked to ensure that all copies (including any links) are destroyed or 
7.     removed on or before 31 December 2020. 
8.  

9. -  A club official must send an email to the PAGB RLS secretary informing them of the club or 
   societies intention to distribute a lecture prior to doing so giving details of said lecture 
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This is a list of judges who have expressed a willingness to judge online and will charge no fee. 
This is not an “official” PAGB list except that most are already listed in our Handbook. 

 

 

Mike Barnard LRPS ABPPA BPE2 barnard1@btinternet.com  YPU listed judge 

Sue O’Connell DPAGB FIPF EFIAPd2 ARPS BPE5 &Peter Brisley DPAGB EFIAP ARPS BPE2   sueoconnell44@gmail.com        

Sandie Cox DPAGB ARPS sandiecox10@hotmail.com  07733 317108  PAGB Listed judge  

Guy Davies ARPS EFIAP EPSA  guy-davies@gdpix.co.uk  NCPF Federation listed judge 

Peter R. Gennard MFIAP EFIAP/d1 p.gennard@blueyonder.co.uk  PAGB Listed judge 

David Gibbins EFIAP/s ARPS BPE5* APAGB david.gibbins@ntlworld.com  PAGB listed judge.  

Catherine Knee catherine.knee.uk@gmail.com  I am a new judge in the current Handbook. 

Gary Langley DPAGB  gary.langley1@sky.com  N&EMPF listed judge 

Cherry Larcombe EFIAP ARPS DPAGB BPE5*   cherryannette@mac.com  07988 228505   KCPA Premier judge 

Gareth Martin AWPF CPAGB.   cortez34@virginmedia.com  01639 790041 / 07731 656 866  WPF listed judge. 

Kylie-Ann Martin AFIAP, BPE2, LDPS  kmrtn6@hotmail.co.uk  I'm a new judge with the MCPF  

Pauline Martindale. pjm.e17@btopenworld.com  EAF listed judge  

Steve Myall EFIAP BPE4*  stevemyall2@gmail.com  N&EMPF listed judge 

Tony Oliver CPAGB ARPS BPE4  Anthony.Oliver@hotmail.co.uk  SCPF judging since 2010, a Level 1 judge.  

Paul Parkinson LRPS CPAGB BPE1* parkylondon@gmail.com KCPA listed judge. I can host Zoom meetings. 

Martin Patten DPAGB LRPS BPE4* QPSA AFIAP mip_evo6@hotmail.com 

Nigel Plant DPAGB ARPS AFIAP nigelonline@mac.com I am a YPU listed judge. 

Caroline Preece LRPS caroline.preece@gmail.com  EAF judge 

Dennis Russ CPAGB LRPS AWPF AFIAP BPE1* dennisruss3@gmail.com WPF listed judge 

Sally Sallett ARPS AFIAP CPAGB BPE3*  sallysallett@gmail.com  07903412999  YPU listed judge 

Ken Scott ARPS  ken.scott@touchingthelight.co.uk PAGB listed and co-ordinator for SCPF 

Ralph Snook DPAGB ARPS EFIAP/b ralph.snook@btinternet.com  PAGB judge, WCPF judging workshop team 

Paul Stanley FIPF EFIAP/g EsFIAP  stanleyp38@gmail.com  A well respected Irish judge, used often by the PAGB. 

John Tilsley dijohn.tilsley@waitrose.com  WCPF listed judge and chairman of their Judging Panel. 

Marilyn Steward ARPS EFIAP/b DPAGB BPE4*  marilyn@thehamblins.org.uk  Federation listed judge 

Dave Tucker EFIAP/G DPAGB BPE3   dave@tuckerpics.com  www.tuckerpics.com  MCPF Federation listed judge 

Peter Wells ARPS CPAGB BPE3* EFIAP  peterw@runbox.com   07889 486011  YPU Federation listed judge 

Rosemary Wilman Hon.FRPS  wilmanphoto@ntlworld.com   PAGB listed judge. 
 

Carol McNiven Young FRPS EFIAP BPE3* CPAGB cmcnivenyoung@gmail.com N&EMPF listed judge 
 

 

Tony Bramley  How to Join a Meeting - If you are a member of a camera club and it is looking to encourage more members on Zoom, 
                                                                I hope this video helps to get more of your membership fully engaged if you are holding Zoom 
                                                                events: https://youtu.be/mGr2DPE64qw 
 

                                                                             Tony is a professional photographer & trainer based in Colchester, near London in the UK. He is an FRPS with 
                                                                             Fellowship of the Year, a club judge & speaker, also a Permajet Envoy.   “My tutorials are about keeping things 
                                                                             as simple as possible, using skills I have learned over 25 years.  Not too much rambling, with software tutorials 
                                                                             - just giving you the necessary info”.      https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsbVM4wkFATXtvFc5DN7F1g/featured 
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